
Classic Warlord Variant Ideas – in keeping with the designer Mike Hayes’ preference for no dice-rolling. 

The following table lists a range of suggested variant rules. Use of any of these variants should be agreed 

by all players before the game begins. Likewise, if a chosen variant rule is then found later to disrupt the 

game-play too much, all players should agree to discard the variant rule for the remainder of the game. 

Variant Name Summary Details 

The Treaty of 

San Marino 

Random starting locations 

based on mega-cities 

(yellow) and key areas (red). 

Alternate game start set-up process: Square name tiles or cards 

of Mega-Cities (yellow) and Key Areas (red) are randomly 

drawn to use as the starting spaces for a player’s forces. Place 

single armies on those areas you reveal. 

The Sargasso 

Accord 

Sea Zones are never affected 

by radiation. 

Sea (Blue) Zones never have ‘Black-Splat’ Radiation markers 

placed upon them, regardless of A-bomb or H-bomb attacks. 

The 

Edelweiss 

Provision 

Mountain Regions (brown) 

count for recruit purposes. 

Phase 2: Gain one extra Army for every 4 Mountain Regions 

(brown) held. 

The Myrrh 

Principle 

Sparse Regions (white) now 

count for recruit purposes. 

Phase 2: Gain one extra Army for every 5 Sparse Regions 

(white) held. 

The Almhult  

Memorandum 

Missile Defence Facilities 

(MDF) can be built to defend 

against missile attacks. 

Phase 2: MDF (‘Golf-Ball’ pieces) can be built after the total 

entitlement of replacement armies is calculated. One MDF per 

player-turn is built and placed, at the cost of 10 armies. 

See MDF Rule below for details. 

The Varanasi 

Amendment 

(to AM above) 

Existing MDF facilities can be 

enhanced further. 

Phase 2: MDF facilities can be enhanced for greater defence 

ability, again at a cost of 10 replacement armies. 

See MDF Rule below for details. 

The Lusatian 

Progression 

Defender loses two armies 

not one. 

Phase 3: Defender loses two armies not one, for losing a round 

of combat. 

The Holmavik   

Resumption 

(to LP above) 

Restores defender losses to 

just one army, not two. 

Phase 3: Defender loses one army not two, for losing a round of 

combat. 

 

Building Facilities 

MDF (Missile Defence Facilities) – use ‘Golf-ball’ pieces, cones, pawns, etc., and round or square counters, 

or any suitably distinctive playing pieces/tokens. The round or square counter is placed underneath 

whatever you use as the MDF counter to indicate it is an Enhanced MDF. 

 Building MDFs – Costs 10 armies to build one MDF. 
 Enhancing MDFs – Costs another 10 armies to upgrade an MDF to an Enhanced MDF. 
 Using MDFs – Allows for defensive shielding of target zone against all incoming missiles (e.g., radar-

jamming, anti-ballistic missile defence, sonic/laser pulses, etc.). The defender secretly chooses an odd 
or even number on the D6. Attacker announces either ‘Odd’ or ‘Even’. If this matches with defender’s 
choice, missile is shot down. If not, missile strikes target, MDF destroyed with any armies present.  

 Enhanced MDFs get to defend all adjacent zones as well as their own. Usual MDF rules apply.  
 MDFs are useless against Armies and are removed (destroyed) if ever occupied by an enemy army. 
 

Reference Table 

TSM 
Alternate set-up: Square tiles of Mega-Cities (yellow) and Key Areas (red) are randomly drawn 
to use as the starting spaces for a player’s forces. Place single armies on those areas you reveal. 

SA 
Sea Zones cannot be irradiated, so no 
‘black-splats’ are placed upon them. 

AM 
MDFs (cost: 10 armies) built to defend a 

Region from Missile attacks. 

EP 
Phase 2: Gain one extra Army for every 4 

Mountain Regions (brown) held 
VA 

Enhances (cost: 10 armies) MDFs further, 
to defend adjacent Regions. 

MP 
Phase 2: Gain one extra Army for every 5 

Sparse Regions (white) held. 
LP 

Phase 3: Defender loses two armies not 
one, for losing a round of combat 
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Phase 3: Defender loses one army not 

two, for losing a round of combat. 
 


